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That has such a positive connotation, doesn’t it? Being back is supposed
to be a good thing. Sadly, we are back in lockdown. We started a super
strict lockdown around the 20th of June, and things have gotten more strict from
there. Ministry here in Sydney is slowed to just online meetings because we are only
allowed out of our houses for food, medical, or exercise, and only 1 household
member per day. Almost all businesses are shut down (except for essential ones)
which makes our bustling city of over 5 million a ghost town.
Thankfully, my work with GFM is online and non-stop, as the students with the Online Missionary
Training School are all over the world. So there is no slowing down with those guys! David’s work
is also easy to do at home, so while we are grateful that we both are moving forward, we never
realized how small our flat was until we can’t leave it.
We appreciate your prayers for the end of lockdown, vaccines to get to Australia, and for borders to open so that we can come visit
you all. In the meantime, here is another girl that I am doing discipleship with here in Sydney. Please pray for Sky as she learns to
draw closer to God.
Hi! My name is Sky and I am from Mozambique. Between the ages of 17 and 19, my faith along with my
family’s faith was tested the most and we went through some life changes that gave us no other choice
but run to God’s amazing grace. What I didn’t know at the time is that these changes were leading up to
God’s plan for me to be His good soil.
I welcomed Jesus into my life at the ages 8,13,18 and 19, yet no one ever told me that being a Christian
is when the fight begins, hence me walking away multiple times. Soon after my water baptism in 2019, I
began discipleship with Katie, and God has been using her to teach me who He is, how to study His word
diligently, as well as what it truly means to love Him with all my soul,
heart, mind and strength. Discipleship is such an underrated yet critical part of Christian life, and I
pray that more and more young believers may be given a chance to engage in similar relationships.
Please know that we are incredibly grateful to all of you for your support, prayers, care packages,
and encouragement. We are reminded daily that no matter what circumstances can feel like, we
have an awesome team standing with us! So, THANK YOU!!
Pray With Us...
• Pray that all the closed borders around the world will be open soon
• Pray for us to remain focused with so many unknowns in our future
• Pray for continued opportunities to share the training and resources that GFM has to offer among churches and 		
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